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Territorial heterogeneity should be taken into

account during socio�economic processes sim�

ulation.

The method of geographically weighted re�

gression is an example of adaptive approach to

territorial data analysis. Adaptive methods as�

sume that the coefficients in the simulated model

equation are revised continuously so that the

last (or in case of territorial data � the closest)

observations have the highest weight. As the

result, our model has a constantly changing struc�

ture.

The equation of model of geographically

weighted regression:
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where the pair of variables (u
i
, v

i
) represent the posi�

tion of a point i, 

1,i n=

; y
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is the value of the

observed depended variable; 1, ,i ipx xK  are in�

dependent deterministic regressors, 1,k p= , p

is the number of regressors; ( , )
k i i

u vβ  are the

unknown coefficients that must be estimated,

0,k p= ; iε  are random errors1.

The least�squares method can be used to es�

timate the coefficients in point i. Not all observa�

tion data but only the data of neighboring points

to point i are used so that local features can be

detected with this model. It is assumed that re�

gression models of neighboring points are similar

but can vary in territory. The proximity degree is

considered in weights w
ij
. The coefficient evalua�

tion vector for every point i is equal to:
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where W(u
i
,v

i
) is the diagonal matrix of weight coef�

ficients, the matrix size is (n×n):
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Matrix element w
ij
, , 1,i j n=  determines the

degree of neighbors j impact on point i. The

matrix of weight coefficients is estimated for

every point.

The coefficients are estimated for all mea�

surements and the results are put down into the

parameter evaluation matrix:
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where the row with number i represents the coeffi�

cient evaluation vector in point (u
i
,v

i
), 1,i n= :
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Weighting schemes can be either fixed or

adaptive. Methods of borough�specific calibra�

tion, moving window method, methods of fixed

or adaptive weighting functions can be used to

evaluate weight coefficients2.

If the borough can expose the features unique

to territorial districts, then for all points, which

belong to one district, the value of weight ma�

trix element is assumed to be equal to 1, other�

wise it is assumed to be equal to 0:

1
ij

w = , if ( ,i j ) A∈ ;
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ij

w = , if ( ,i j ) A∉ .

If the territorial districts have been formed

historically and do not represent the natural

stratifications of the objects, then discrete

weights are evaluated with regard to the dis�

tance between objects. In addition the category

of the closest neighbor is determined regarding

to the preset value of marginal remoteness, i.e.

some fixed distance b. The weight is assumed

to be equal to 1, if the distance between the

objects d
ij 

does not exceed the preset distance

b, otherwise it is assumed to be equal to 0:

1
ij

w = , if ij
d b< ;

0
ij

w = , if ij
d b≥ .

The value of d
ij 

is calculated as distance

between 2�D points. This is the so called “fixed

moving window method”, where the value of

distance b is fixed, the distance b is called win�

dow breadth or bandwidth.

The discrete approach to weight evaluation

considers the territorial heterogeneity, but it is

assumed that the impact of all neighbors locat�

ed in the pass band is equal. In many cases the

impact of neighbors decreases as the distance

increase. That’s why the closer neighbors are

given more weight than those further away. The

method, where weights are set up regarding to

the continuous variation of distance between

the tested objects, is more universal. Most com�

monly used the Gauss weighting schemes:
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where d
ij
 is the distance between the point i и its

neighbor j, and b is the bandwidth.

Bi�quadrate and tri�cube weighted functions

are alternatively used:
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The impact of neighbors that are close to

the point is practically equal to 1 and it de�

creases as they approach the pass band bor�

ders.

Let’s use the method of geographically

weighted regression to estimate a model of one�

roomed flats prices in the city of Saratov.

The data was obtained from sales figures

of secondary housing market of one�roomed

flats. The sample size is 1813 objects.

The dependent variable y is the price of

room (in thousand of rubles), the regressors

are: x
1 

� living area, m2; x
2 

� kitchen area, m2; x
3

� the extra space, m2; x
4 

� the logarithm of dis�

tance, ln(m); x
5 

� location of the room on the

first floor ; x
6 

� location of the room on the top

floor; x
7 

� small�storey building; x
8 

� five�storey

building; x
9 

� brick house; x
10 

� good or excel�

lent condition of the building; x
11 

� the presence

of balcony or stanza.

The area around General Post Office was

selected as the centre of the city of Saratov.

The global linear regression model created

on basis of the source data can be represented

as the following equation:

1 2 3
(1,04) (1,36) (0,79)

4 5 6 7
(2,62) (5,70) (5,34) (10,99)

8 9 10 11
(5,06) (5,03) (4,20) (5,30)

1180,61 13,04 10,38 11,17

116,40 36,82 28,19 122,10

30,43 20,88 19,22 16,87 .

y x x x

x x x x

x x x x

= + + + −

− − − − −

− + + +

All coefficients of variables as well as the

whole model have been found significant. The

coefficient of determination R2=0,7 shows that

the model can explain only 70% of the present

dependence.

In order to use the method of geographical�

ly weighted regression, the false coordinate of

objects were taken from the digital database

“All Cities of Russia” and this information was

added to input data.

The “tri�cube” function was used to set up

the weight matrix, and Akaike criterion was taken

as “window” breadth optimization criterion:

1

1

ˆ2 ln( ) ln(2 ) min
2

C

n
AIC n n n

n

+ ν
= σ + π + →

− −ν ,

where σ̂  is the estimated standard deviation,

1
( )tr Sν = .

The following results were achieved by us�

ing the method of geographically weighted re�

gression.

The optimal number of closest neighbors

needed to achieve the minimum of the Akaike

criterion is 295. The coefficient of determina�

tion R2=0,8.

The analysis of estimated coefficient value

obtained for each regressor is shown hereafter.
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The variation of estimated coefficients is shown

on fig. 1. The centre of the city corresponds to

the following coordinates: Х=61, Y=32.

The estimated coefficients are significant

over the whole territory. The most peculiar point

of the central part of the city is the square

X=60, Y=32 where the most expensive apart�

ments (near 30 thousand rubles per square meter)

are located. This point is surrounded by the

district where the living area cost exceeds 20

thousand rubles per square meter. The city out�

skirts, where one square meter of the living

area costs about 10 thousand rubles, are also

clearly defined. The decrease of price can be

traced from the center of the city to Leninsky

district.

The estimated coefficient values to “kitch�

en area” regressor are shown on fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows that there are zones where

the kitchen area is the most valuable. The high�

est value is tracked in square X=59, Y=31 as

well as in neighboring squares. It should be noted

that the most expensive living area and the most

expensive kitchen area are located in different

squares but the highest value of both regres�

sors is tracked in the same center. Another fea�

ture of the central districts is that the extra

square meter of the kitchen area costs more the

Fig. 1. The estimated coefficient values to “living area” regressor

Fig. 2. The estimated coefficient values to “kitchen area” regressor

Kitchen

area

Living

area
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extra square meter of the living area, for exam�

ple: in square X=57, Y=32 the price of extra

square meter of kitchen area and living area is

18,2 и 14,1 thousand rubles respectively. Zones

with relatively cheap kitchens are located in the

city outskirts.

The analysis of coefficient values for other

regressors also shows that the city can be di�

vided into zones with almost the same values

of the coefficients. There is a square in the

centre of the city with the high cost of the

extra space that exceeds the cost of living area

and kitchen area. Hereby, the model of geo�

graphically weighted regression can reproduce

the fact that the zones with the highest prices

of kitchen area, living area and non�living area

do not coincide.

The aforementioned calculations prove that

the method of geographically weighted regres�

sion can expose the features unique to cer�

tain parts of the city which are not included

in the global model and it allows taking into

account the peculiarities of certain district

development.
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